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BENEFITS
Development time and testing efforts are balanced through:

AUTOMATE YOUR IBM BPM TESTING WORK

BROCHURE

The You-Get AppTester is a complete testing tool that 
cuts costs by automating a large part of the testing work. 
The quality of releases is guaranteed as it runs through 
and records testing scenarios and cases automatically. 
Launching new releases becomes cheaper and faster since 
manual execution is no longer necessary. This drastically 
lowers the risk of mistakes in a release after Go Live. 

Currently, the You-Get AppTester is the only application 
able to automate your IBM BPM testing. The graphs show 
how the number of testers, time and costs are predictable 
and easy to monitor. 

  Automated testing
 Centrally recorded test cases
 Simplified release-management
 Less testing efforts relative to development efforts
 Lightweight set-up (no need for powerful work station)
 AppTester’s specific design for IBM BPM



TECHNICAL DETAILS

The You-Get AppTester is an Eclipse application that allows creation of test 
projects with test scenarios and cases. It is based on an IBM BPM process 
application. These cases are executed on a BPM environment of your choice 
that runs the process application. Test projects can be stored centrally and 
managed by using the Git or Subversion integrations.

Combining experienced testers and a You-Get AppTester brings a multitude 
of advantages. It allows you to test your projects and bring them live flawlessly.
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Unit and regression test on all your services and processes

Use cross-browser testing on your coaches
Administration of test users and working from a shared repository 

Version control, replay old versions and the option to import/export test scripts
Define inputs and outputs for unit testing of: Human,  AJAX, and System Services

Display results in automatically generated test reports

Automatic creation and execution of all possible test scripts

Automatically download and analyze your snapshot into your test project
Automated functional acceptance tests


